
What does the BREXIT mean for Pharmacovigilance – a comment by Dr. Oliver Hellstern 
 
It was a wake-up with a big surprise on Friday 24 June: leave won by 52% to 48%. Nobody 
expected it, even some of the politicians who campaigned against the EU did not expect this 
result. Since this date we can see disappointment and anger, but also people saying that there 
is a big chance for the United Kingdom (UK) and Europe as well. We at WSQMS do not want to 
further comment on this and take a look at what is coming next and what impact it might have. 
 
First of all, Britain has to invoke an agreement called Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty. Then the 
formal legal process of withdrawing from the EU is starting and the UK has two years to 
negotiate its withdrawal. As long as the final document is not signed, Britain remains full 
member of the EU. 
 
Let’s imagine the final document is signed and Britain has left the EU - will there be any kind of 
impact on Pharmacovigilance? There are some aspects that are worth to consider: 
 

• Few people may know, that the European Banking Authority (EBA) has its Headquarter 
in London. If the UK is no longer member of the EU, it will be for sure impossible to have 
this institution based outside of the EU. 

 
• The same applies to another important European Union Agency with its London 

Headquarter: The European Medicines Agency (EMA) moved to 30 Churchill Place 
Canary Wharf, London, in August 2014 and rented 9 floors. Can the EMA remain in its 
London Headquarter after the UK left the EU? For sure not.  

 
• Another important questions is, whether the EUQPPV can still be based in the UK after 

the BREXIT passed off and where should the Pharmacovigilance System Master File be 
located.  

 
It is too early to provide answers at this point and there will be many more questions in the 
near future. Besides other areas there is a huge impact on Pharmacovigilance as well. We at 
WSQMS continue to have a close look on the political development and the possible impact. 
We provide you as always with the latest news and if needed with strategic advice or we 
assist you with operational and change management tasks. 

 
 
 

http://www.lisbon-treaty.org/wcm/the-lisbon-treaty/treaty-on-European-union-and-comments/title-6-final-provisions/137-article-50.html

